E-Supplement to Chapter 11 Demand
Forecasting
1. Linear Regression
A small Whisky distillery in the Netherlands wants to launch their new chocolateflavored Whisky Liqueur in Belgium. To find the right sales price for their new
product they used to have test sales in 7 shops in different cities in Belgium. They
got the following data for coherence between sales price for one bottle and sold
amount of bottles.
Perform a linear regression and calculate the mean squared error!
Table E-11.1 Initial data for linear regression
Sales price (in €) Sold bottles

Shop n

xn

1

45

2

2

39

3

3

32

5

4

29

5

5

25

7

6

20

10

7

25

8

yn

Table E-11.2 Results for calculating parameters
Shop n

Sales price
(in €)

xn

Sold bottles

yn

xn2

xn × y n

1

45

2

2025

90

2

39

3

1521

117

3

32

5

1024

160

4

29

5

841

145

5

25

7

625

175

6

20

10

400

200

7
∑

25

8

625

200

215

40

7061

1087
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It means that with every increase of sales price of €1 the amount of sold bottles
decreases by 0.3 (Increase of €3  around one sold bottle less).
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n =1
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=
≈ 15.56
(7 × 7061) − (215) 2
3202

The regression function reads as follows:
yˆ ( x ) = 15 .56 − 0.309 x
Table E-11.3 Results for calculating MSE
Shop n

Sales price
(in €)

xn

Sold bottles

yn

εn

ε n2

1

45

2

1.655

-0.345

0.119

2

39

3

3.509

0.509

0.259

0.672

0.452
2.557

3

32

5

5.672

4

29

5

6.599

1.599

5

25

7

7.835

0.835

0.697

6

20

10

9.380

-0.620

0.384

7
∑

25

8

7.835

-0.165

0.027

215

40

N

∑ε
MSE =

y ( xn )

n =1

N

2
n

; MSE = 4.495 = 0.642
7

4.495
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2. Single Exponential Smoothing
Given is the demand for luxurious electric kettles during the last year. Smoothing
parameters are α1 = 0.2 and α2 = 0.45. Choose the smoothing parameter which
leads to smaller Mean Squared Error.
Table E-11.4 Initial data for Single Exponential Smoothing
Month t
Demand

yt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

156

143

162

153

132

126

143

152

138

169

168

154

Table E.11.5 Results for Single Exponential Smoothing with α1 = 0.2

t

yt

156

0

εt

ε t2

-

-

1

156

156

0

0

2

143

156

13

169

3

162

153.40

-8.60

73.96

4

153

155.12

2.12

4.49

5

132

154.70

22.70

515.11

6

126

150.16

24.16

583.55

7

143

145.33

2.33

5.41

8

152

144.86

-7.14

50.97

9

138

146.29

8.29

68.70

10

169

144.63

-24.37

593.87

11

168

149.50

-18.50

342.08

12

154

153.20

-0.80

0.63

∑

MSE (α1 ) =

yˆt ,t +1

2407 .78
≈ 200.65
12

2407.78
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Table E-11.6 Results for Single Exponential Smoothing with α1 = 0.45

yt

t
0

yˆt ,t +1

εt

ε t2

156

1

156

156

0,00

0,00

2
3

143
162

156,00
150,15

13,00
-11,85

169,00
140,42

4

153

155,48

2,48

6,16

5
6

132
126

154,37
144,30

22,37
18,30

500,21
334,92

7

143

136,07

-6,93

48,09

8
9

152
138

139,19
144,95

-12,81
6,95

164,20
48,33

10

169

141,82

-27,18

738,55

11
12

168
154

154,05
160,33

-13,95
6,33

194,52
40,06

∑

MSE (α 2 ) =

2384,46

2384 .46
≈ 198 .71
12

In this case it is advisable to use the soothing parameter of 0.45 because it leads to
a lower MSE. Another option would be to other α-values to find the best result.
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Case The future of global production – Impacts of rising oil prices on supply
chain design strategies. A case study in the steel industry
Summary:
Within the case study three oil price scenarios exist: a low oil price at US$50 per
barrel, a medium oil price at US$125 per barrel, and a high oil price scenario at
US$200 per barrel. For each oil price scenario, production regions were defined
assuming a single transportation mode.1 Next to the mainstream transportation
modes ship and rail, scenarios with truck and air transport are calculated.2 For
each transportation mode and oil price scenario a global and a regional sourcing
case is conducted.
Objectives: Defining the problem
The core of this case study is the trade-off between production and transportation
costs. The objective of this case study is to learn how to apply statistical and mathematical optimization methods in operations and supply chain management. In
particular, this case study shows how to investigate the impact of rising oil prices
on international manufacturing locations and SC design in the steel industry.
Three questions on production locations, regionalization and transport modes
frame the scope of this case study:
• At which oil price is the production location influenced?
• Do increasing transport costs trigger local sourcing and/or regional production
clusters?
• Does the effect of rising oil prices on the production location differ with regard
to the transport mode (ship, rail, truck or air)?
Background: SCs in the steel industry
Production experienced a considerable trend of outsourcing and building global
SCs during the last decades. However, with an increasing oil price translating into
increasing transport costs, the question arises of whether the advantages of global
SCs could be offset. Moreover, rising factor costs could erode the production cost
advantage of global SCs. On-shore and near-shore production could thus regain attractiveness with decreasing production cost differences between high- and lowcost countries.
Within global SCs, oil is a fundamental driver. Therefore discussions around the
topic of rising oil prices have great significance for transportation and SC design.
Yet it remains vague if and how drastically the price of oil may rise.
1

Of course, in reality supply chains in the steel industry are intermodal, i.e., the
transportation comprises different modes. The simplification is made for teaching
purposes and complexity reduction.
2 Of course, air and truck transportation is rather unusual in the steel industry.
These modes are included for teaching purposes.
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Within the last decades, the steel industry has undergone a process of globalization similar to those of other industries. With production shifting to low-cost regions such as China and India, production in traditional steel producing regions
such as Central Europe and the USA declined, in the latter case even to such an
extent that the former northeast American steel and manufacturing cluster is today
spoken of as the Rust Belt. But relocation of production to low-cost production regions fostered international trade flows and also production within a global value
chain. Reasons for the increased competitiveness of producers in low-wage countries were decreasing trade tariffs and especially fairly low freight costs.
The production process of steel includes several stages, in which input factors are
transformed into finished crude steel. Although steel exists in more than 2,000 different outputs their basic input materials do not differ, making the production
process transparent. The least common denominators of key input factors in the
production of one ton of crude steel are 1,400 kg iron ore and 770 kg coking coal.
Along with labour and transportation costs those cover the largest part of costs incurred during the steel making process. For rationale and feasibility reasons the
case study employs these cost factors.
The SC in the steel industry can be depicted as follows in Figure E11-1.

Fig. E11-1 SC in the steel industry

The first stage of the SC considered in the case study is transportation of the raw
materials, iron ore and coal, to the production site where they are processed. The
steel production process is comprised of two phases: in the first pig iron is produced and in the second the pig iron is transformed into crude steel. To begin
with, iron ore is melted by adding coke into pig iron. In a second stage the pig iron
is purified. While different methods exist the basic oxygen process, in which oxy-
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gen is blown into the melted pig iron, is 75% of the most applied purification
process of steel produced worldwide. Depending on the facility, the pig iron and
crude steel production stages can either be conducted at two spatially distant facilities or within a single integrated facility. The last stage of the SC of crude steel
includes transportation from the production facility to the point of demand. In this
regard the SC of crude steel signifies a classic chain in which elements occur in
sequence.
As the steel making process is highly material intensive, an efficient SC organization is of particular importance. Such being the case, production in regions endowed with raw materials possess a price advantage over those spatially distant
from the resource. Moreover, production locations are set up strategically often in
proximity to raw material sources or with good access to material sources. Another example is the evolving of the German production cluster in Duisburg, with
small transport costs to world markets and as well as steel processing companies
at close quarters serving as local customers. Similarly, in the American regions
where iron ore, coal or one of the other natural resources required for steel are
found, most steel industry is located. When examining the biggest steel producing
nations, it is not surprising that countries particularly endowed with raw materials
number among these. Cost of production in countries such as Russia is thus naturally very price competitive, since it possess all, or at least a great part of, input
factors.
Finally, low transportation costs facilitate the low-cost arbitrage of steel and enable global sourcing of input factors. In every one of its SC stages the steel industry
relies heavily on transportation. Overcoming large distances in order to source the
globally dispersed raw materials and serve the point of demand is of great importance. The low value to freight ratio of steel connotes the transport costs as part of
total costs. Therefore low-cost transportation is significant for the worldwide intensity of production and trade of steel, and defines to a crucial degree the competitiveness of steel companies.
Methodology: Developing the model
It is assumed that at each additional production location, production costs increase
as economies of scale are not fully exploited. However, transportation costs decrease due being closer to the point of demand.
Based on the cost advantage of international manufacturing, first, the incapacitated
facility location model (IFLM) will be developed in order to determine optimal
production network design with regard to factor cost structure and demand satisfaction. Next, different scenarios are developed to explore the effects of increasing
oil prices with the use of statistical methods. Three oil price scenarios are presented, leading to the development of steel demand and supply scenarios, raw material price scenarios, labour cost scenarios and transportation cost scenarios, resulting in 24 different scenarios (see Figure E11-2).
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Transportation Cost Scenarios
Ship
Transport

Material
+ Labour
Production Material
+ Labour
Cost

Material
+ Labour

Low
50 US$ /
barrel

Medium
Oil
125 US$/
Price
Scenarios barrel

2

1

Truck
Transport

5

3

9

17

16

15
22

20

21

19

Regional
Sourcing

7

13

11

8

14

12

18

Air
Transport

6

4

10

High
200 US$/
barrel

Rail
Transport

24

23

Global
Sourcing

Fig. E11-2 Scenarios for investigation

Each of these scenarios is then calculated in the IFLM model.
IFLM model
The problem of SC design is formulated as a mixed integer program:

Inputs required are defined as follows:
• Mj={1,…,m} is the set of demand nodes, where m is the number of markets or
demand points
• Ni={1,…,n} is the set of potential locations for plants, where n is the number of
potential plant locations
• Dj is the annual demand from market j
• cij is the cost of producing and shipping one unit from factory i to market j
• xij is the quantity shipped from factory i to market j
• yi =1, if plant i is open
• yi =0, if plant i is not opened
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While xij and yi are decision variables, cij and Dj are known parameters.
Formulated as above, the objective function (1) minimizes the total cost of operating the network. Constraints to the objective function (1) are formulated as Eqs (2)
and (3). Constraint (2) shows that demand from each region has to be fully satisfied. Equation (3) states that each plant is either closed (0) or opened (1). When
solving this model, the plant to be opened is identified as is how much regional
demand is to be allocated to these plants. To solve plant location models, computational software such as CPLEX or ILOG or even Excel Solver tool within Microsoft Office can be applied.
Scenario model
First, three oil price scenarios are considered: pessimistic, realistic and optimistic.
According to each oil price scenario, production costs are changed, including labour, raw material and transportation costs. Second, the mainstream transportation
modes for steel and its pre-products, ship and rail transport are included. To gain a
more complete picture of how transportation modes react to a rising oil price,
truck and air transport cases are added. Third, a local sourcing scenario is added to
the status quo ‘global’ sourcing scenario. Global sourcing, regional sourcing,
transportation mode and oil price scenarios sum therefore up to a total of 24 scenarios. For each of these scenarios, optimization in the IFLM is performed.
Input data acquisition
As follows from the models, the following input data are needed for analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

historical oil price development and forecast
production volumes in major iron ore and coal resource countries
production volumes in major steel production countries
steel trade volumes
historical and projected steel demand for major regions
iron ore, coal and steel prices
manufacturing and transportation costs.

The input data for analysis can be taken from statistical sources from different organizations such as World Steel Association (WSA), US Energy Information Association (EIA), World Bank, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), World Trade Organization (WTO), US Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and Eurostat.
Developing a solution
In order to apply the IFML model to this case study, some modifications are
needed. The general objective of the model application within this case study is to
find the optimum SC configuration, where production cost is minimized under different oil price scenarios. In the objective function, oil price has a direct effect on
the cost of transportation of raw materials, intermediate goods and finished goods.
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Unlike in the classic form of production network optimization, fixed costs were
not included in the objective function for the following reasons. First, reliable data
on steel production fixed cost are not available for recent years. Fixed costs in the
steel industry (basically not part of the cost of goods sold) include mainly the cost
of machinery and their operations, such as pre-heating facilities, that have to be
kept running and cause costs independent of production volumes. As these costs
incurred are not substitutable and do not have a minimizing potential, they are assumed to be similar around the world. Consequently they can be ignored from a
cost differentiation perspective. Moreover, neither do industry experts include
fixed costs in their steel cost benchmarking.
In the modified form, the IFLM model optimizes the SC design with regard to
demand, transportation and production cost in each of the countries. As such the
outcome of the model is the identification of steel production locations, their production volumes and the distribution of the volume to demand regions. Thereby
the model optimizes the network with regard to demand, but not to sourcing. In
order to be able to make a statement on how local sourcing would influence the
production location, a local sourcing scenario will be developed and applied for
each oil price and transport mode combination.
For developing the oil price scenarios, the EIA oil and energy price modelling approach can be used. Based on this approach, the following three scenarios (Figure
E11-3) can be identified:

Fig. E11-3 Oil Price Scenarios; Data source: EIA (2011)

The baseline scenario, EIAs ‘reference case’, is a “business-as-usual” trend estimate, given known technology and technological and demographic trends. In this
scenario the world oil prices rise from US$78 per barrel (2009 values) in 2010 to
US$95 per barrel in 2015. In the low oil price scenario oil prices will reach only
US$50 per barrel price in 2035. This scenario is based on lower demand for liquid
fuels in the non-OECD nations due to lower economic growth compared to the
other scenarios. In this regard economic growth is set annually at 1.5% lower than
in the medium oil price case from 2015 onwards. In the high oil price scenario,
world oil prices will be about US$200 per barrel in 2035. This drastic price in-
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crease is caused by an increasing demand for liquid fuels from non-OECD nations, arising from higher economic growth.
Steel demand scenarios can be developed on the basis of time series analysis or
non-linear regression based on historic demand data. Figure E12-4 depicts historical and projected demand of countries to illustrate the applicability of the statistical methods.

Fig. E11-4 Historical and projected steel demand for exemplar countries. Data source: World
Steel Association 2012

Figure 11.5 illustrates forecast steel demand in 2035.

Fig. E11-5 Selected steel demand regions and their forecasted volumes by 2035

Steel supply scenarios
In order to select the supply countries, data from the World Steel Association are
analysed. Of all pig iron and crude steel producing countries worldwide, the top
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25 of 2011 are selected, accounting in total for 98% of worldwide crude steel production countries. Therefore it is assumed that no new major steel producing
countries will enter the global steel production market until 2035, as for example
investment costs are very high and all current emerging and industrialized countries already belong to the 98% incorporated nations.
Raw material price scenarios
Iron ore constitutes the main raw material for steel production and consequently
its price development is very important to steel producers. While a stable iron ore
price persisted until the 1990s, the price has amplified since 2003 by US$154 and
has increased by 1116%. A particularly steep shooting up in price in 2011 caused
this increased figure, since from only 2011 to 2012 the price hopped from
US$146.7 to US$167.8 for a ton of iron ore fines. In the light of current and volatile price increases and steel producers’ changing raw material strategies, iron ore
prices are challenging to forecast. A time series analysis has been conducted;
however, it proved that last year’s price surges were more than 1000%, making
the statistical analysis highly unrealistic. In such a situation, expert forecast methods should be applied reflected by the diversity of expert opinions. Based on the
qualitative analysis of different expert opinions of iron ore price determinants,
which proved that through the evolving of new raw material strategies of steel
producers, prices are likely to stay at a level similar to today, the price applied to
the model is calculated as the median iron ore price. Monthly iron ore prices from
January 2010 until March 2012 were included and comprised the average price of
US$155.5 per ton.
After having explained the iron ore price scenario, the next part concerns coal
price scenarios. In contrast to iron ore, coal has with approximately 861 billion, by
far the largest proved extractable reserves of all energy sources. Due to the large
scale resources and the unrestrained supply, overall coal prices show only small
fluctuations, not only in the long run but also over a short term period. With the
use of time series analysis and data from EIA, the following three scenarios shown
in Figure E11-6 have been developed:

Fig. E11-6 Coking coal price scenarios. Data source: EIA
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Labour costs scenarios
The EIAs oil price scenarios assume an interrelation between oil price and economic growth. Such being the case, each oil price scenario possesses an equivalent
gross domestic product (GDP) scenario. As the development of labour costs is
connected to economic growth and as a consequence to GDP, labour costs are
modelled on the basis of the EIA GDP scenarios. For such a situation, regression
analysis is the suitable method. The application of the regression function
0.318+0.773x in which y signifies the constant, and b signifies GDP, per capita of
the larger sample size has been chosen. The results indicate the projected labour
costs for three scenarios (Figure E11-7).

Fig. E11-7 Hourly manufacturing compensation costs according to oil price scenarios in real
US$ (2009=100). Data source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Worldbank, EIA

Transportation costs scenarios
The relatively heavy weight of raw materials and final products make transportation a major factor in the steel cost structure. Transportation costs are composed of
a distance- and mode-specific energy cost and cost of other factors. Due to the
high weight-to-value ratio of coal, iron ore and steel, transportation is generally
conducted by ship and rail transport. In order to test if and how different transportation modes influence the production location, truck and air transport cases are
added. For each transportation mode and oil price scenario a single optimization in
the IFLM is conducted.
The energy costs that are set off against the energy consumption are retrieved
from the EIA transport energy price scenarios according to the oil price scenarios.
For air transportation thus the appropriate jet fuel scenarios, for rail and truck the
appropriate diesel scenarios and for sea the heavy oil scenarios are employed.
Non-energy related costs for each transport mode are based on European average
rates of non-energy costs in transportation and are taken from the Compass Final
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Report and the Statistische Bundesamt. In order to be able to measure the effect of
a rising energy price, non-energy costs incurred during the transportation process
were set equal in each oil price scenario. Based on the rationale that transportation
costs will be reduced through increased transportation efficiency and more advanced infrastructure and technology, the assumption is made that non-energy
costs sink within the coming years by 1% annually.
As transportation costs depend on the distance travelled, the following sequence
describes the distance calculation. To calculate the distances from the origin of the
raw material to the potential steel production facility, two scenarios are employed.
In one scenario, costs of sourcing as it is today are calculated. Due to its nature
this approach is named the global sourcing scenario. In the second (local sourcing)
scenario the restraint is set that sourcing may occur only within a radius of 3,000
km from the middle of the production country/region.
The idea of a global sourcing scenario is to model transportation costs based from
where raw materials are sourced today. For iron ore and coking coal export data
are therefore retrieved from Comtrade. Data for local iron ore consumption are
taken from the US Geological Survey and local coal consumption from British Petroleum (BP). For each possible sourcing–production country relation, distances
are then retrieved from Google maps. In a last step it is calculated how many kilometres a ton of coal and iron ore has to overcome from the different sourcing locations to the production location. This figure is then applied to calculate the
transportation costs. Similarly, transport distances are calculated for the regional
sourcing scenario. Regional sourcing is assumed to be conducted within a 3,000
km radius of the middle of the production country. In consequence, significantly
fewer transportation kilometres would be incurred. For example, in India coal
would be 100% sourced from India itself, as no other coal production country’s
central point is fewer than 3,000 km away from the centre of India. For the
USA/Canada, 50% would be sourced from the USA and the other half from Canada. Besides transportation costs being incurred due to raw material sourcing,
transportation costs are also incurred in the distribution of the final product. For
the final transportation, distance data are again taken from Google maps, energy
data from the DSLV, and energy cost scenarios from the EIA.
Results
For each of the 24 scenarios, the IFLM model has been applied.
Result 1Production relocation and concentration with a rising oil price
With a higher oil price, production is generally spread among fewer regions. Consequently, with a rising oil price, the volume in certain production countries increases while it decreases in other countries.
In the low oil price scenario the amount of production in all countries is relatively
balanced. In the medium oil price scenario slight differences start to take shape. In
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the high oil price scenario the largest two production countries are Russia and
Eastern Europe across all transport mode cases (see Figure E11-8).

Fig. E11-8 Overview of production volumes of regions by transportation mode in the global
sourcing case

In the ship transport case production among the largest three producers is spread
fairly equally: Russia accounts for 39% of world production, Eastern Europe 27%
and China/Taiwan 20%. The remaining 14% is spread between the USA/Canada
(7%), Mexico (4%), Brazil (2%) and India (1%). Similar to the sea transport case
is the rail case, where 35% of world production is accounted for in Russia, 31% in
Eastern Europe and 20% in China/Taiwan. In contrast, the road and air cases show
much greater differences between the main production countries: Russia as the
largest steel producer represents 59% of world production for road and 69% for
air. In the second position is Eastern Europe with 18% for road and air transport
and in third position is USA/Canada with 9%. These figures suggest that production is far more concentrated in Russia for air and road than for ship and rail.
In the regional sourcing scenario a similar development to the global sourcing
scenario is visible. Also here production volumes diverge with an increasing oil
price.
Result 2 Production regionalization with a rising oil price
• The higher the oil price, the less globally spread is production.
• A particularly strong decrease in the number of worldwide production locations
is visible from the medium to the high oil price scenario.
• The effect is stronger in the global sourcing scenario than in the regional sourcing scenario.
The model results show that in most scenario applications the higher the oil price,
the less globally spread is production. While the number of production locations
does not decrease or shows only a slight decrease from the low oil price to the
medium oil price scenario, the decrease is significant from the medium to the high
oil price scenario. In the global and local sourcing cases the number of production
regions decrease differently. The decrease in number of production locations happens generally at a greater degree in the global case. In the transportation cases,
ship and rail, the decrease is strongly pronounced in the local sourcing scenario
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and emerges slightly in the regional sourcing case. Within air and truck transport
cases, only in the global sourcing scenario could a decreasing number of production locations be proven, but not in the regional sourcing scenario.
Result 3 Thinning out of distribution relations with rising oil price
• With an increasing oil price, the number of distribution relationships decreases
in both global and regional sourcing scenarios.
• The effect is particularly strong in the rail and sea cases, but less pronounced in
the air and truck transport cases.
While in the global sourcing and high oil price scenario, dependent on the transport case, 120-134 trade relationships between production and demand regions exist; this number decreases in the medium oil price scenario to 82-108 and in the
high oil price scenario to 16-37 relationships. A similar change is detectable in the
regional sourcing scenario: in the low oil price scenario for road, rail and sea
transportation, between 103 and 134 relationships, within the medium oil price
scenario between 23 and 83 and in the high oil price scenario between 19 and 31
relationships exist. The air transport case lists only 44 in the low oil price case,31
in the medium oil price case and 21 in the high oil price case.
Result 4 Decrease in transport distances with rising oil prices
• The higher the oil price, the fewer distances are travelled.
• The production network costs differ depending on the transport mode.
A decrease in transportation demand particularly of long distance transport is likely to occur at an oil price of US$200 per barrel. The most efficient network is first
the one conducted by ship and second by rail. A modal shift towards less energy
intensive and cheaper transportation modes than rail and ship is likely.
From the low oil price to the medium oil price scenario 21-29% fewer transportation kilometers are incurred depending on the transport mode in the global sourcing scenario. From the medium to the high oil price scenario another 52-65% fewer kms are incurred. All transport modes show a similar decrease in kilometres
travelled in each oil price scenario. From a cost perspective the most efficient production network is when transportation is conducted by ship. In comparison to air
it incurs up to 71% less cost in the global sourcing scenario. The second best cost
option is a network with rail logistics, followed by truck. Air transportation is on
the other side of the scale with extensive cost disadvantages in all scenarios. Similar results occur in the regional sourcing scenario.
Analysis of result 1 shows that the geography of production changes significantly
in the US$200 oil price scenario, whereby particularly regions possessing raw
production materials gain significantly in production volume.
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Analysis of result 2 illustrates that the general tipping point for a changing production location network is at oil price US$200 per barrel. The production location is
likely to change at US$200 per barrel either towards the sourcing location or towards the point of demand.
Analysis of result 3 makes it clear that at an oil price of US$200, global transportation networks are not economically viable. In contrast regional transportation
networks become paramount, particularly in the rail and sea transportation cases.
Analysis of result 4 shows that in the case of a transport cost increase, as for example through rising oil prices, the new optimum is at a greater number of production locations. Similarly, the trade-off between production and transport costs signifies that companies not adapting to the new optimum number of production
locations have to bear the full transportation cost increase.
Managerial implications
Impacts of increasing oil price on SC design are focused on logistics and transport
networks, production networks and business strategies.
The modelling results show that the higher the oil price the less globally spread is
production. Consequences can be a redesign of production and sourcing geography. This means for production network strategy the necessity to concentrate and
regionalize production and increase efficiency of inventory positioning and distribution.
Concomitant with less spread manufacturing footprints is the development of less
dispersed distribution and sourcing networks. This is concluded from the decreased number of trade relations. For logistics and transportation, the importance
of levers against a rising oil price increase, e.g., decrease in transport distances
(regionalization) and increase in transportation efficiency. The challenges for
business strategy may arise from the increase of significance of push processes,
lower customer responsiveness, and longer product lifecycles. In particular, this
can mean for logistics networks strategy an increase in the number of regional distribution centres and minimization of transport distances between sourcing and
distribution. In addition, decrease in energy consumption, collaborative usage of
assets, and changes in transportation mix can be named as possible consequences.
This can be achieved by decreasing transport speed (slow-steaming), usage of
smart driving and weather routing, consolidating hubs for cross-docking, higher
load factor, more efficient packaging, and larger vehicles.
Implications for the business strategy are depicted in Figure E11-9.
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Fig. E11-9 Changes in business strategies in the face of US$200 oil price scenario

Business strategies are likely to change in the face of US$200oil prices in regard
to less energy intensive strategies. In the high oil price scenario, steel production
agglomerates in only a few countries, serving mostly regional markets. As such
the trend towards a regionalization of production to near-shore or on-shore locations is visible in the steel industry. Instead of truly global production networks,
more regional manufacturing footprints can be developed. In a world with oil
prices at US$200 per barrel, business strategies particularly focusing on reducing
transportation distances will be essential to staying cost competitive – at least for
those involved in production of low-value density and heavy products such as
steel.
Concomitantly, this development signifies that global production strategies based
on time-efficiency and flexible transportation such as just-in-time production concentrating on low inventory and ad hoc responsiveness to customer demand become less economically viable and less competitive. From their nature these strategies are not only transportation intensive but rely on transportation modes with
great responsiveness and are energy intensive to deliver fast transportation. The
persistence of lean manufacturing in a global production network is highly questionable; it will still be applicable within a regional manufacturing footprint. The
reason is as simple as that the reduced transportation distances increase the SC
flexibility and thereby also efficiency towards short-term changes. For a business
it could be easier to cope for example with demand surges.
Moreover in a world of high oil prices and expensive transportation, being close to
the customer allows faster customization of products particularly for a regional
demand. Being spatially close to the customer base thus increases responsiveness,
in contrast to a global production approach, where in order to stay cost competi-
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tive at a high oil price a slower transportation mode must be employed. With increasing volumes of production in certain countries which could transform into
larger production volumes of single corporations, the potential of increasing economies of scale exists, already visible within the steel industry with extensive consolidation. Besides, regional production networks may enable greater economies
of scope, facilitated by synergies between production facilities.

Discussion questions:
1. What limitation of the IFLM model can you see?
The IFLM optimizes the production network with regard to demand. As such it
does not possess the characteristic to optimize the supply of input materials at the
same time. Specific factors such as taxes and tariffs as the product is moved between locations, exchange rate fluctuations, inventory cost, and the cost of launching the new facility, desired response time and other service factors, economies of
scale and political factors are not considered. The reason is their high complexity
to forecast and non-generalizability. As these factors are highly company specific,
their inclusion would distort the generic benchmarking approach. However, in reality those factors can play a role in SC design decisions.
2. What limitations can you see regarding input data?
Coming to the data included in the model application, forecasts are not available
for all cost indicators. Therefore data gaps are bridged by forecasting with time series, elasticity and regression analysis. As with any statistical method, these methods may create some forecast errors.
3. What shortcomings can you see in the distance calculation method in transportation costs scenarios?
One shortcoming is in this regard, that locations of specific steel industry facilities
are not considered for reasons of feasibility. Moreover, the hands-on-calculation
of distances with Googlemaps by searching for countries’ middle points is rather
basic; a more complicated GIS analysis could have been conducted if the scope of
this thesis was greater. Applying different transportation modes also brings out the
limitation that some relations simply may not be possible to conduct with the appropriate mode, as for example from Brazil to Australia. In other cases the fact
that the linear distance is applied might have reduced transport distances drastically compared to how long they would be in reality. For example transportation by
air from South Africa to America is unrealistic, flying as it would directly over the
Atlantic, as a stop to refuel would be necessary.
4. What limitations can you see in building the transportation costs scenarios?
Within the model the option of multimodal transport including different transportation modes is not considered. Although it is widely practised, it would have gone
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beyond the feasibility of the model. As the pure weight for iron ore and coal is
employed to calculate the energy consumption and moreover cost, the real shipping weight which includes for example packaging is not considered, which might
have caused a slight underestimate of the weight. Generally transportation costs
are very hard to calculate as they depend on an almost infinite variety of cost drivers that are transport-route specific. Not only does the length of the transport influence the energy use, but also any backload, the nature of the route such as the
pitch attitude, the infrastructure quality, the driving style and the load of the transportation, e.g. full-container load (FTL) or less-than-container load (LTL). Inherently connected to the cost of transportation are moreover the responsiveness and
lead time of the transportation.
5. How do you explain that different methods are applied for the price forecasting
of iron ore and coal?
While a stable iron ore price persisted until the 1990s, the price has amplified
since 2003 by US$154 and has increased by 1116%. In the light of current and volatile price increases and the changing raw material strategies of steel producers,
iron ore prices are challenging to forecast. A time series analysis would lead to a
result that last year’s price surges of more than 1000% make the statistical analysis highly unrealistic. In such a situation, expert forecast methods should be applied, reflected by the diversity of expert opinions. On the contrary, due to the
large-scale resources and the unrestrained supply, overall coal prices show only
small fluctuations, not only in the long run but also over a short-term period. With
the use of time series analysis, price forecasts can be performed.

